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C H A I R P E R S O N ’ S  R E P O R T

The year 2010 was a challenging and yet exciting year, for the country as a whole and

also for SPP.  On the national front, the country successfully hosted the Soccer World Cup

despite the naysayers and prophets of doom.  South Africa has been placed firmly on the

international map as having been able to stage the “best World Cup ever”.  However, it

seems that the jury is still out on whether this magnificent event translated into any gains

for ordinary citizens.  While there was significant and very welcome infrastructure investment

in terms of road and transport, these seem to have been restricted to mostly affluent,

urban areas, where the masses had congregated to watch the games.  In the areas and

communities where SPP is active, this event had virtually no impact.  Roads, transport and

basic services infrastructure in the hinterland remained at previous levels and communities

continue to experience alienation from mainstream developments.                       .

The effective implementation of land tenure reform remains a key anchor in SPP’s approach

towards the servicing of its constituency.  The fact that land tenure reform is still beset

by an incomplete legislative regime 17 years after the transition to democracy is an

indictment against the values enshrined in the Constitution.  The draft Land Tenure Security

Bill of 2010 does not engender a sense of security, as it barely recognises the role of local

government in land use and spatial planning.  The implementation of the draft bill, should

it be enacted, will place a significant and unfunded burden on mostly rural municipalities,

which the drafters and the department do not seem to have taken into account.

While 2010 will be remembered for the soccer World Cup, it will also be remembered

for the countless service delivery protests which engulfed a number of municipalities.

Although very few, if any, of the municipalities within SPP’s operational areas were affected,

these protests should serve as a wake-up call for community activists, NGOs, and local

government that patience “on the ground” is wearing thin.   As an organisation, we have

to accept that our constituency demands a holistic approach and answer to the land and

service issues that affect them.  Land tenure security is meaningless without proper access

to basic services, sustainable economic development initiatives, and access to social

development infrastructure.  Leading NGOs - SPP included - will have to combine their

efforts so that the rural poor and landless can access the mainstream development

opportunities that South Africa has to offer.  The much-anticipated Local Government

Policy Review will provide an opportunity to all sectors to provide input into the way that

local government delivers on its mandate, and we are duty-bound to place the plight of

our constituency squarely on the developmental agenda.

The Board of SPP wishes to acknowledge the network of organisations that support and

complement SPP in its work.  These relations are very important and SPP will work

tirelessly to sustain them in order to make a difference in the lives of the rural poor.  We

thank Karen Daniels for her invaluable contribution to the Board of SPP as she steps down

as director.
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Lastly, the management and staff at SPP deserve a pat on the back for

maintaining the energy to perform their tasks, for remaining focused

and steadfast when national policy and local implementation appear to

diverge, and for maintaining the standards of excellence and professionalism

in their engagement with funders, par tners, and our constituency.

Johann Mettler

Chairperson



D I R E C T O R ’ S  R E P O R T

The past global food - and financial crisis have lucidly demonstrated

that the system in its current form is collapsing and unable to

provide in the needs of most of humanity. Instead, the corporate

driven market system has plunged the world into a crisis that

requires the overhaul of the entire social, political, cultural,

economic and environmental system. The ecological and energy

crises are only but two of these crises that are confronting

particularly the peoples of the South where a development

agenda is based on profits and not the needs of people. In South

Africa, poverty, hunger, landlessness, inequality and unemployment

have been the result of 17 years of implementing a neo-liberal

development path. Concentration and consolidation by

corporations, across the entire economy, is what we are faced

with today.

The agro-food system or industrial food chain in South Africa

is controlled by a few multinational corporations and a few

retailers. The bid by Walmart to take over the South African

company Mass-mart poses further challenges to our sovereignty

as a country. Women and men are engaged in everyday struggles

against this inhumane way of reproducing life. We are at a point

in human history where we should say enough is enough and

resist to build a humane system. In our work context it is not

enough to engage in agroecological production as an alternative,

we need an overhaul of the entire system. However agroecology

is an important mode of food production to adapt and mitigate

the effects of climate change. We all should celebrate and build

on the every- day resistance against poor service delivery,

dispossession and landlessness by communities in rural and urban

areas.

The International Day of the Peasant, annually celebrated by

many farmers’ movements across the world, focused on challenging

the decisions made at the 2009 Climate Conference in

Copenhagen. The call for sustained resistance against transnationals

and the corporate control of food and agricultural systems across

the world was also voiced locally in the town of Lutzville. Small

scale farmers, youth, women, farm workers and dwellers and

activists from the Food Sovereignty Campaign mobilised the

local community and raised awareness around the role of seed

companies such as Syngenta.  This action set the scene for a year

of sustained resistance and protests grounded in the daily struggles
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of small scale farmers, farm workers and dwellers and members

of the Right to Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign.

The theme for this annual report is “Resistance”, as it encapsulates

the character of our work over the past year.

The euphoria around the World Cup also provided an opportune

time for the Food Sovereignty Campaign to mirror the face of

poverty and the struggles of the landless for agrarian reform. A

protest march prior to the opening ceremony raised awareness

and highlighted the questions around Genetically Modified

Organisms. This was a necessary action as growing poverty and

related social problems including HIV/Aids, youth unemployment,

abuse of women and children and access to land and water are

realities for many of the communities with whom we work.  It

is this reality that defines and shapes our work.

A mid-term evaluation of the Hantam Karoo programme was

commissioned, with the intention of stimulating internal debate

thus adding to the critical discussions and thinking leading up to

our strategic planning process. The evaluation recognised the

challenging context within which SPP operates and appreciated

that social movements are essential in bringing about agrarian

reform and food sovereignty. Land access was identified as a key

issue, constrained by practices within government (at a provincial

as well as municipal level) and land policies which are not geared

towards restructuring agriculture.

Two short documentary films - “The Right to Agrarian Reform

for Food Sovereignty Campaign” and “Closed Mines, Open

Wounds” - were produced by SPP and serve as a community

mobilisation tool, resource for academics and a means to engage

policy makers.  The discussions, interviews and feedback on the

documentary “Poison on the Platter” were captured on a DVD

as an additional tool for engagement.

Our context is increasingly defined by working in partnerships

and collaborations such as the Tshintsha Amakhaya initiative. The

partners include SPP, Farmer Support Group, Trust for Community

Outreach and Education, Legal Resources Centre; Southern Cape

Land Committee; Transkei Land Service Organisation; Women

on Farms; Nkuzi Development Association, Association For Rural

Advancement and Border Rural Commitee.



The issues that we seek to address are becoming increasingly complex and demand more

creative, strategic approaches.  Tshintsha Amakhaya provides great potential and possibilities

for learning and mobilisation on a national level. The first phase of the project - serving

as baseline research – started during the latter part of the year. The preparatory work

and administrative mechanisms are in place to ensure accountability of all partners.

The IBSA partnership with Biowatch, Chetna (India) and AS-PTA (Brazil) ended, culminating

in a seminar in Brazil in August 2010. Although the formal partnership ended, the

relationships and alliances fostered through the process, continue. Jean Marc von der Weid

from AS-PTA has since appraised our agroecological learning sites and shared

recommendations and possibilities for scaling up.            .

As part of our commitment to social change and organisation building we continued to

share our experiences and knowledge with the Ebenhaeser Papendorp Information and

Development Centre (EPIOS). We support their vision of building local community

initiatives and advancing youth development.

A highlight was their appointment as project manager for a National Development Agency-

funded agricultural project and their effective coordination of this initiative. Within a seven-

month period the four community projects were able to complete a full agricultural cycle,

culminating in a market day which generated income for the new farmers.

A comprehensive process preceded our strategic planning workshop, facilitated by the

Centre for Development Practice (CDRA). Feedback and strategic inputs were provided

by local community groups, the Food Sovereignty Campaign, partner organisations and

stakeholders, donors and staff. Board members contributed to the robust and engaging

discussions, which sought to explore the question of impact and transformative social

change which challenges power relations based on an emancipatory agenda.

Four key Impact Areas were identified, and outcomes and indicators developed to support

them i.e.

1.  Agrarian transformation;

2.  Agroecological production for Food Sovereignty;

3.  Social Movements and Mobilisation and

4.  Organisational sustainability.

Strategic decisions include a coherent strategy and approach to change - in a systematic

way and through consistent activities - the realities of farm workers and dwellers, women

and youth with regard to land access and agroecological production.  From a national

perspective, they are not included in agrarian reform processes and we therefore developed

strategies to support their struggles to access land for agroecological production.
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The strategy for youth recognises that the youth can become important

change agents in communities and can play a critical role in social

mobilisation. It is our intention to assist the youth to understand the

importance and value of land and the environment in the lives of

communities, and therefore contribute to the preservation of traditional

knowledge and practices.

Some of the strategies for women over the next four years are:

Developing women leadership (raising awareness about their own

power and leadership), facilitating ownership for women who have

not historically benefited from land reform and creating platforms

(through seminars and forums) that can help to address their issues,

struggles and aspirations. We have observed and experienced that

women display high levels of interest in learning and production.

Ownership of land will give women security as responsibility for food

rests mostly with them.

Part of the strategic planning process also included a  critical review

of the organisation and some of the realities we are faced with. Our

current work demands a ‘new‘ kind of practitioner, as it is no longer

sufficient to merely under stand community processes.



D I R E C T O R ’ S  R E P O R T

Development practitioners can no longer simply be community

facilitators; they now require a broadening of existing knowledge,

abilities, skills and competencies. In response to this need we

have partnered with the CDRA to facilitate a development

facilitator formation process that will, over the course of 2011,

allow us to re-examine our development praxis.           .

Although we have developed a tool for monitoring, there is a

need to refine the tool to ensure its suitability for various aspects

of the work of the organisation, given that advocacy, lobbying,

mobilisation and movement building - which are critical areas of

our work - are not easy aspects to monitor and evaluate.   .

An internal re-organisation was the consolidation of the

Namaqualand and Hantam Karoo regional programmes into a

Northern Cape programme. This shift has advantages of a

provincial focus in terms of strategy, planning and advocacy and

allows for opportunities to expand to new areas in the province

(part of a longer term scaling-up intention). The West Coast

programme now becomes the Western Cape programme and

will include a focus on urban and peri-urban areas facing evictions

and insecure tenure. Urban agriculture is a growing need that

we will systematically engage with.  As always, our organisational

learning week was a stimulating and reflective space and

opportunity to deepen our practice. The central theme of the

process was around scaling up and our collective thinking around

it, our fears, our visions and our concerns.

We regrettably had to say goodbye to Ralph van der Poll and

Elvene Oncke who, with great dedication and passion, contributed

to the work of SPP. We wish them well as they pursue new

chapters in their lives.  Franco Williams and Colleen Mattheus

joined the SPP team at the Calvinia office, while Ronald van

Schalkwyk joined the Namaqualand team. International interns

added value by volunteering their time and expertise. We are

confident that the experiences they gained from interacting with

communities have shaped their perspectives and thinking around

pro-poor development.  We say thank you to Kofi, Helena,

Mateus, Aram, Johan, Seema and Mireille and look forward to

the students from Elsenberg Agricultural College who will join

us in 2011.
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A G R A R I A N  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

Over the past 17 years, agrarian transformation has increasingly

been shaped by the dynamics of capitalist development in South

Africa. It is these dynamic changes that have influenced the

research agenda of SPP to both struggle for agrarian

transformation, as well as contribute to the debate on agrarian

transformation in South Africa. One of the studies conducted

by SPP concluded that “A new framework that heightens

awareness, mobilisation and direct participation of rural and

urban dwellers in the restructuring of the agrarian sector is

needed”. Moreover, land policies targeting youth and women

receive low priority in South Africa.

Secure access, tenure, ownership and control over productive

land, water and natural resources for land-based agrarian livelihoods

which are politically, economically, socially and environmentally

sustainable are critical outcomes of an agrarian transformation

process. The organising and mobilising of communities should

be directly linked to such a process in order to bring about the

desired change. The Food Sovereignty Campaign has been

instrumental in this regard, in highlighting the slow pace of agrarian

transformation through local and provincial protest actions.

The central focus of information and materials development has

been on tools for social mobilisation and movement building. A

documentary titled “Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty” was

produced for the Food Sovereignty Campaign. The film, which

highlighted the different struggles of the Campaign in the Northern

and Western Cape, is in essence a mobilisation and information

tool of the Campaign. The documentary was officially launched

on the 26th July 2010 at the Labia cinema in Cape Town and

was attended by approximately 200 people. This was followed

by a public forum with inputs by a member of the Task Team of

the Campaign and Dr. Peter Jacobs, a radical economist. A key

request of the public forum was that the film be screened in

rural areas all over South Africa.  It was therefore also screened

at the WOLAR (Women for Land and Agrarian Reform) national

conference which facilitated further discussion on the need for

agrarian transformation in South Africa.

INFORMATION AND MATERIALS TO SUPPORT
SOCIAL MOBILISATION AND MOVEMENT BUILDING
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The film is to be screened in different communities over the

next period as part of the mobilisation of the Food Sovereignty

Campaign. A booklet explaining the objectives and struggles of

the Campaign was also developed and distributed together with

the film.

A case study “Breaking the chains of poverty: A case study of

Ithemba Farmers Association and SPP” was developed by a PhD

candidate from the University of Oxford who did a seven (7)

month internship at SPP from January to July 2010. The core

objective of the case study was to gain insight into urban struggles

for agricultural land and the linkages with rural movements.A

feasibility study on urban agriculture provided interesting

information to explore a strategy in this regard.       .

A documentary film on the mine closures in Namaqualand (case

of Nababeep) was also developed. This was supplemented with

a case study booklet on the closure of the mine with poems

and stories from the community of Nababeep. The movie will

be launched in the former mining town of Nababeep during the

next period.

The Namaqualand Land Summit,  held in January 2010, restated

the problems around agrarian transformation as experienced by

local communities, and as articulated through the Campaign

demands since its inception in 2008. The summit was attended

by 38 women and 99 men from 30 towns in Namaqualand,

Hantam Karoo and the West Coast, as well as local and national

government officials and councillors from a number of

municipalities- a good enough mandate for both SPP and the

Campaign to continue our lobbying and mobilisation strategy.

The purpose of the Summit was to assess the progress of land

reform and rural development over the last 15 years with specific

reference to women and to develop a new vision for land reform

for the region.  The key issues and concerns that were raised at

the Summit were the unequal land and water redistribution;

inadequate change in terms of land ownership and agricultural

reform and the resultant need to restructure the whole system.

Municipalities’ and government departments’ lack of political

NAMA Q UALAND SUMMIT
PROVIDES A NEW MAND A TE



commitment to land and agrarian reform and democratic participation and decision-

making by local people were cited as obstacles towards change.  Generally, the message

was clear,  land and agriculture reform was a failure and the current policy framework

contributed to this reality.

The recommendations and demands that were proposed form part of the Food Sovereignty

Campaign’s renewed mandate i.e. consultation and participation in decisions affecting

communities; the transfer of state land to communities; a review of the Mafisa funding

programme and a substantial increase in the Comprehensive Agricultural Support

Programme budget.

The Summit concurred that the problems in Namaqualand were not unique and that the

most strategic way of bringing about change is when people are organised. Attention must

also be given to the impact of agricultural practices that lead to the destruction of water

and soil resources and contribute to climate change. The benefits to women have been

lowest in terms of land access, although women lead the struggle for an alternative

agricultural model through their farming practices.  Women can also be instrumental as

environmentally-friendly practices are explored, especially for livestock farmers. Land for

women is a priority and a strategic outcome of SPP over the next few years.

The period under review focused on integrating the research of 2009 into our daily work

and shifting more towards action research.

The research “Obstacles facing emerging women farmers in the Western and Northern

Cape, South Africa” was officially published and launched at a multi stakeholder forum

on the 5th March 2010 in Cape Town.The multi stakeholder forum brought together local

government, government departments, feminist activists, social movements, farmers and

NGO’s.  Some of the key outcomes of the discussions were that women have to be

agents of change and that the State needs to provide support that is responsive to the

immediate needs of women. Our role was clearly stipulated i.e. to build local institutions

to facilitate ongoing activism, to promote a culture of government accountability and to

use research as a leverage tool to engage local officials.

A staff member of SPP was interviewed on the research report on Radio SAFM’s lunch

time programme. The findings of the report were also discussed with women farmers

of the Western and Northern Cape. Women farmers responded to the report by

highlighting the following realities:

RESEARCH: OBST A CLES FA CING EMERG ING WOMEN FARMER S
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• There is no way forward for women within the existing policies

• The views of women are not respected by the current government

• Government policies need to change

• Land reform needs to be fast-tracked

• Women farmers need to be part of policy formulation

• Women need to end their dependence on men

• Women need to mobilise

The issues identified by women small scale farmers

and the multi stakeholder forum has been integrated

into the work of SPP and the movements that it supports.

A synthesis of all the research findings and recommendations,

conducted by SPP over the past five years, fed into our

strategic planning process towards the end of 2010.
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SPP was commissioned by Danida to do an evaluation of the

Implementation of Community Driven Integrated Water Resource

Management and to develop an Implementation Framework for

Community Driven Integrated Water Resource Management.

The framework was developed around the time a report was

released highlighting South Africa’s limited water availability, which

is compounded by factors such as climate change and water

pollution. Water is an important element to ensure food

sovereignty in South Africa, of which the equitable redistribution

of the resource remains pivotal.

The inability of the Department of Agriculture to provide the

required resources to farmers is reflected by the level of resources

contributed by SPP. Our approach is that the State should provide

the required development and pre-and post settlement support,

suitable and appropriate to the needs of farmers. However, over

the review period SPP provided open pollinated seeds, herbs

and organic inputs to 679 individuals for household food

production.

In addition, tools and equipment to the value of more than

R20 000 were provided - producers and groups work out the

mechanisms for sharing and use of tools and equipment. The

groups also received inputs such as earthworms for composting

and general soil fer tility to the value of R1 200, and water

infrastructure worth more than R20 000.

15 projects were equipped with resources, which was significantly

more than anticipated and this was primarily based on the needs

expressed by the different producers. Infrastructure such as

hammer mills, water tanks, irrigation equipment, predator control

bells, fencing; livestock (sheep, indigenous chickens); tools (spades,

rakes, wheel barrows), seed, fruit trees and animal feed were

provided.

IMPLEMENT A TION FR AMEWOR K FOR
COMMUN ITY-DR IVEN INTEGR A TED
WA TER RESOURCE MANA GEMENT

ST A TE FAI LS T O PROVIDE APPROPR IA TE
AND REQ U IRED SUPPOR T
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Over the past 30 years traditional seed availability has been

systematically destroyed through the industrial model of agriculture

and South Africa’s Green Revolution. By using open pollinated

seeds plants can reproduce through natural means and tend to

adapt to local conditions over time.

The different spheres or levels of government are key stakeholders

which we engage using different strategies. Since our work has

a strong and clear social change and transformation agenda,

engagement with the different levels of government often pose

a challenge. Although all levels of government claim to work for

social change and transformation, their implementation processes

and practices often reflect and show the contrary. It is in the

implementation of programmes that it becomes evident that

the different spheres of government do not automatically share

our perspectives on land and agrarian reform and broader

development processes. At its core the work of SPP is

developmental.  In implementation of its strategies and

programmes, political processes such as local government elections

and pre-election activities impact on our work. It is common for

political processes to undermine the more developmental agendas

and intentions, as the focus of the target groups are being diverted

away from the developmental process.         ..

Landlessness remains a challenge and an obstacle for communities

desiring to eke out a living through land-based livelihoods.

Alternative avenues are explored by landless people such as

approaching local churches, neighbouring commercial farmers

and schools to avail small portions of land. SPP assisted the small

scale farmers in making decisions that would not put them in

compromising positions in the near future, by clarifying and

discussing the terms and conditions of the agreements issued

to them by the respective land owners, identifying loopholes

and negotiating for necessary changes and adjustments.

During this period only 3000 ha commonage land (mostly for

stock farming) has been accessed in the Hantam Karoo region

with 18940 ha of private land, 16505 of commonage and 21022

ha of private or commonage land pending decision.         .

IMPLEMENT A TION CHALLENGES



Two main reasons for the delay in securing this land for farmers are the high land prices

and the fact that government does not have the budget to buy the land. The price of land

is still based on market-related prices and government is still reluctant to use section 126

of the Expropriation Act to obtain more land for emerging farmers. Pofadder and

Onseepkans households gained access to commonage land after a long struggle.

In the Western Cape secure access to commonage land has been hampered by the lack

of lease agreements with municipalities. This has been an ongoing battle with the municipality,

which is exacerbated by changes in the municipal administration. The municipal forums

comprising of farm workers and dwellers and small scale-farmers are instrumental in

advocating on behalf of their various associations and members. Lease agreements are

crucial as they serve as security to acquire development resources, which is a prerequisite

by many state departments. One of the organisational strategies that SPP employed was

to proactively bring stakeholders in to engage with the forum and their agrarian agenda.

State departments do not provide support in the form of development resources to

small scale farmers unless formal lease agreements are in place. Farmers’ forums use this

as leverage when lobbying and negotiating with the municipality.

The lack of transformation in the agrarian sector forces us to support strategies such as

food gardens and, unless a more conscious and radical approach to agrarian transformation

is introduced, food gardens can compromise the greater struggle for land redistribution.

Limited land access, particularly for farm workers and dwellers, women and youth, have

prompted us to closer examine the strategies of the organisation. A strategy will be put

in place for farm workers and dwellers for land and tenure and ultimately, agroecological

production. The need to pro-actively engage land owners (private, commercial farmers,

church); to put pressure on the state to conduct land audits and finalise long-outstanding

processes such as TRANCRAA (tenure reform in terms of the Transformation of Certain

Rural Areas Act)  and land claims such as in Loeriesfontein are some of the strategies for

the coming period. The conflict situation concerning about 17000 ha of commonage in

Loeriesfontein which started in 2008 remains unresolved. However, the Loeriesfontein

Farmers‘ Association is still utilising the commonage.

Many communities affected by the downscaling of mines in their areas opt for agricultural

production as a means to a livelihood. However, limited agricultural land often prohibits

such possibility. In Nababeep in particular, access to farm land is an ongoing struggle.Seven

people, including children, from the town Nababeep hence occupied the farm Koringplaas,

which had not been occupied, grazed or worked on for the past 35 years. The group

consulted with the local Stock Farmers Association and councillor in this regard.

LAND OCCUP A TION BY LOCAL PEOPLE OF
NABABEEP ON ABSENTEE LANDLORD FARM
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Three weeks later they were issued with a summons

for trespassing and malicious damage to property.

During this time they had repaired the existing

farmhouse, cleaned and cleared around the house,

opened water points and wells and made agriculture

beds where they started planting.

Threats and assaults by the police forced them to lay

charges against the police but no action was taken

by the authorities. The police, however, laid charges

of trespassing against the children. Two months later

the group leader was summonsed for malicious

damage to property, while the charges against the

children were dropped.

In defence the leader of the group indicated that they

occupied the farms after receiving verbal permission

from the Stock Farmers Association and the local

councillor.  After four court appearances he was found

not guilty. In the meantime the land continues to lie

fallow and the farmers’ struggle for land continues.
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Many of the previously Act 9 communities (communal land held

in Trust by the Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform)

have been actively lobbying the state for the transfer of the land

with infrastructure and post-settlement resources, and support

for a rights administration process and system. Although the

state indicated a willingness to transfer the land to the respective

entities chosen by the communities during the referenda, the

communities are adamant that they would not take transfer of

the land unless the government put in place adequate post-

settlement suppor t in line with their initial principle

recommendation in 2003.

Since there is a common challenge, residents from some of these

Act 9 towns in the Western, Southern and Northern Cape came

together to strategise on how this process should be taken

forward within the broader framework of agrarian transformation

for food sovereignty. At the meeting a task team that will drive

the process was elected, with SPP and SCLC undertaking to

play a supporting role. The mobilisation plan includes a meeting

between the Director General, senior Department of Rural

Development and Land Reform (DRDLR) officials and

representatives from all the 23 areas in the country, to discuss

the deadlock in the process.  The demands will also be taken

forward by the Food Sovereignty Campaign.

The Citrusdal Farm Worker and Dweller Forum is the mouthpiece

for farm workers and dwellers in the Cederberg area and is

consistently informed and consulted on matters such as evictions,

unfair labour practices, health and social welfare. Many of these

cases are referred to government departments and their progress

tracked. The growth of the Citrusdal Farm Worker and Dweller

Forum has been systematic and consistent. This can be ascribed

to accountable and reliable leadership practices and democratic

decision-making procedures. This forum is an active member of

the Food Sovereignty Campaign and the Task Team spearheading

it. The partnership with Sikhule Sonke was challenging at times

but in general farm workers and dwellers joined the union.

ACT 9 COMMUNITIES MOBILISE
TOGETHER FOR CHANGE

FARM WOR KER S ORGAN IS ING FOR CHANGE
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A member of the farmworker and dweller

forum has been appointed as organiser for

Sikhule Sonke, while other members serve

on the local branch committee.         .

Management of the various relationships

is challenging. Both organisations are

committed to advancing the plight of farm

workers and dwellers and have agreed to

a facilitated session in the coming year to

address implementation and collaboration

challenges.

Through the process of popular education

the Citrusdal Farm worker and dweller

forum identified the need to understand

the “fear” of their members as a critical

obstacle to activism and resistance. A

participatory action research process was

star ted with the forum to clarify the

research questions. After several sessions

the farm worker and dweller forum agreed

to do a “Research on the fears and activism

amongst farm workers and dwellers in the

Citrusdal area”.

The purpose of the action research is to:

• understand and overcome the fear that

   hold farm workers and dwellers back,

   particularly within the Citrusdal area

• serve as a tool in the emancipatory

   struggle of the farm worker and dweller

   forum

• build the capacity and skills of the farm

   worker and dweller forum to solve their

   own problems and increase their chance

   of self determination.

The next phase of the action research is

to develop the research questions and

conduct training.
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The recent food, economic and ecological crises are rooted

in the dominant mode of production, distribution and

consumption. Humanity is confronted with a systemic crisis

which highlights, amongst other things, the limits of the

corporate chemical industrial model of agriculture. In response

to these crises agrarian social movements, ecologists and

radical intellectuals have been developing new ecologically

sustainable and democratic agricultural practices to raise the

standards of human well-being. SPP, as an organisation

supporting movements of this nature, has also embraced

agroecology in this context, as an alternative framework which

is rooted in the day-to-day practices and struggles of small

scale farmers across the world. We support the school of

thought which makes the important link between agrarian

transformation (land redistribution), agroecology and food

sovereignty.  Elements of food sovereignty include, amongst

others, prioritising local agricultural production and local

markets, mainstreaming agroecological production that

promotes food production, sustainable livelihoods and control

and choice on what to produce. The latter requires a struggle

against corporations and seed companies that seek to take

control away from the producers. Food sovereignty requires

a paradigm shift in terms of human beings’ relationship with

food, agriculture and the environment. It involves both resistance

against neo-liberal industrial agriculture and the forging of a

new mode of food production. To achieve this, the building

of movements remains critical and it has to be linked to the

broader social, economic, political and cultural transformation.

These elements form an integral part of our organisational

strategy and approach.

This section of the report will focus on the different aspects

of our implementation approach i.e. the agroecological learning

sites network and institutional mechanism; methodologies

employed and information in developing an alternative model

of extension built around farmers’ knowledge.The ultimate

aim is to upscale agroecological production for food sovereignty.

The development of farmers is the cornerstone of agroecology.

A GROECOLOG ICAL PRODUCTION
FOR FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
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A GROECOLOG ICAL LEARN ING SITES NETWOR K

The agroecological learning sites network started with nine farmers’

groups in 2009 and continued to grow as more farmers’ associations

participated in agroecological training (agroecological “school”), farmer

to farmer extension (farmers learning from and with each other as

well as providing support, technical advice and sharing farming resources)

and horizontal learning exchanges. At the end of this period 15 sites

(157 farmers, of which 98 are women) are actively participating in the

process, with more farmers associations interested in becoming part

of this growing movement around agroecology.

The agroecological learning sites network is coordinated by a working

group consisting of farmer representatives and SPP staff members.

Farmers control the learning network and a non hierarchical approach

has been adopted. Farmers define where they want to go in terms of

process, priorities in training, learning exchanges, action research and

implementation suppor t. SPP’s role is to ensure the effective

implementation support and coordination of these processes. Two

working group sessions were held during the year to assess the progress

made on the learning sites network process and evaluate the impact

of training and exchanges as it relates to their farming systems. Baseline

information for each site has been developed and completed. This

information needs to be captured and analysed. In 2011 farmers will

improve the baseline based on their experience. The working group

had the vision for, and also planned, the first agroecological market day,

since the launch of the agroecological learning sites network. The 15

farmers’ groups who are part of the learning sites network stretch

over the two provinces – seven (7) in the Western Cape; five (5) in

Namaqualand and three (3) in Hantam Karoo. Our vision is to support

a network or movement of agroecological producers which will resist

the dominant model by providing an alternative solution for food

insecurity, while also contributing to local economic development. The

values of solidarity and cooperation underpin this vision. During the

year several experiences and evidence of this vision has been observed,

articulated and documented.

Some feedback from farmers:

“Agroecology is a system that will be viable and sustainable for us. The

natural resources available on the farm are utilised in a systematic manner

- in short, we farm with nature”.
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Our long term strategy is to facilitate an agroecological “school” led by women farmers,

which will result in increased knowledge and skills of producers, and which is supported

by horizontal learning, farmer-to-farmer extension and research. The purpose of the

agroecological “school” is to facilitate farmer learning in a horizontal manner so that

farmers become experts on agroecology in their diverse geographical and cultural

settings.

The training of the agroecological sites focused on the following themes during the

first semester: pasture and grazing management, the management of grains as pasture,

veld management, borehole management, alternative pest management, alternative

chicken and pig health management, soil fertility management, water management

focusing on groundwater management (boreholes), agroecology and diversity. During

the second semester the focus was on micro agro-processing, record keeping,

Participatory Guarantee System, as an alternative certification system and seed saving.

Demonstrations are a key approach of the training. Demonstration sites were

developed by farmers and shared with other farmers of the agroecological learning

sites, focusing on various farming techniques and appropriate technologies such as

compost-making, conservation farming, earthworm farming, effective micro organisms

(EM), alternative pest and disease control.

Five farmers attended the EM training at Afrikara, with a special focus on bio-dynamic

farming principles and EM as a technology. Feedback from one of the farmers who

implemented the newly acquired knowledge indicated that “Effective Micro-organisms

training was good. This technology improves the fertility of the animals. Flies are controlled.

Life in soil is restored. We use earthworm tea for our crops. It helps with the roots systems

and feeding of leaves”.

The same training was then replicated with farmers in Namaqualand using farmers’

land as demonstration sites. Key issues which the farmers are grappling with are the

extent to which the use of effective micro organisms falls within the ambit of

agroecology and whether or not it creates another form of dependency, particularly

if farmers are unable to make the stock. These need to be clarified during the next

period. The (financial) record keeping training, facilitated by the SPP finance team, was

held in Wupperthal, one of the learning sites. The groundwater management training

resulted in soil and water management systems being developed and implemented

by groups of farmers in Pella, Garies, Loeriesfontein, Van Rhynsdorp and Carolusberg

among others, and included aspects such as water harvesting, intercropping, companion

planting, soil fertility and selected crop varieties.

A GROECOLOGICAL TRAIN ING:
CREA TING AN A GROECOLOG ICAL “SCHOOL”
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After an exchange visit to Zimbabwe to learn and experience

conservation farming, farmers applied techniques and practices

such as mulching, low tillage, compost-making and use of animal

manure: “Conservation farming was a new challenge as it requires

minimum tillage and the use of a plant station”.

Most of the farmers’ groups have shifted to more integrated

systems (animal, trees, crops and herbs) as a result of various

training. The biggest obstacle to effectively incorporating all

elements of an integrated agroecological system is land.

Farmers such as the Porterville farmers now use all the natural

material readily available on their farm with great success after

being exposed to natural resource management discussions as

part of their training.  They also stopped purchasing bags of milk

to feed the calves and instead bought two jerseys to provide

for the calves’ feed. The animals’ health has improved as they

feed on natural feed. Farmers also observed that the animals

have healthy dung and they no longer suffer from stomach-

related illnesses.

Farm workers and dwellers were not targeted for agroecological

training at the inception of the learning site process.  As part of

a shift in our strategy to focus on farm worker and dweller

livelihoods, they became part of the process and participated

in agroecological training sessions. The training included the

development of a base map and situational analysis, principles

of agroecology, soil improvements, water harvesting and soil

fertility, compost-making, earthworm farming and integrated pest

management.

They were given earthworms to experiment with and to integrate

into their farming system. The implementation and evaluation of

the earthworm farming will be assessed by a farmer, together

with the farm workers. During this session they also identified

the themes for the next training and devised a horizontal learning

exchange to farmers who have been implementing agroecological

production for some time. Both these sessions were facilitated

by SPP agriculturalists and co-facilitated by farmers from the

agroecological learning sites.
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The process of obtaining organic certification has proven

inappropriate or unsuitable for poor farmers. A few of the

small scale farmers’ groups, particularly in the Cederberg

area, had attempted to get mainstream organic certification

in the past, with no success due to the costs involved and

limited support from the Department of Agriculture. Hence,

we facilitated a process to expose small scale farmers to

an alternative to this mainstream form of certification.

Par ticipatory Guarantee System (PGS) is successfully

implemented in various countries such as India and Brazil.

The IBSA civil society collaboration had, as one of its

outcomes, the implementation of PGS but the project

ended without this materialising. We therefore organised

a workshop to explore the options and feasibility for

farmers in our regions of focus. The outcome was a decision

by farmers to further the discussions and implement a

pilot at one of the sites. This will be pursued in 2011 and

will eventually also form part of a lobbying strategy for

appropriate suppor t of small scale farmers and the

recognition of agroecology as a viable alternative by the

state, par ticular ly the Depar tment of Agriculture.

The booklet on agroecology titled “Agroecology for Food

Sovereignty - Building a movement of Resistance” was

completed and will be distributed to farmers as a popular

version on the main tenets of agroecology.  This booklet

will also be distributed at our national workshop on

agroecology which is planned for 2011. This is part of our

new strategy for a network of local, provincial and national

agroecological producers who resist the dominant model

and provides alternatives based on solidarity and

cooperation.

A manual on “Soil fertility management in ecological farming”

was developed and will serve as a resource to supplement

the knowledge of farmers.

During the next phase materials on organic compost-

making and ear thworm farming will be developed.

PAR TICIP A T OR Y GUAR ANTEE SYSTEM



The practice of seed saving is an important element of sustainable agroecological systems

and food sovereignty. Awareness-raising and learning exchanges in this respect impacted

positively on the practices of farmers. Farmers participated in exchanges to Brazil and

India as well as to KwaZulu-Natal, sharing and learning about traditional seed varieties,

seed conservation and saving strategies and techniques. In 2008 approximately 10 groups

in Namaqualand were conserving organic seeds in one form or another.  The amount of

seed per group was sometimes less than 1 kilogram per variety.  In 2009 there was an

increase in volumes to around 2 kilograms of seeds per group.  In 2010 more than 15

kilograms of seeds were conserved on average per group. In addition, the sharing and

donation of seeds also became common practice. Steinkopf farmers donated 3 kilograms

of broad bean seed to other farmers’ groups.  The women of Garden of Hope donated

1 kilogram of onion seed. In more remote locations like Wupperthal, farmers are opting

for conserving seed and selling open pollinated seeds given the current demand for these

seeds.

Farmer to farmer exchanges are integral to the process of building a movement of

participatory democratic agroecology and it is therefore one of the central pillars and

objectives of the agroecological learning site network process. A two-day farmer to farmer

exchange by farmers of the Northern Cape to urban and rural farmers in the Western

Cape was facilitated. Two farmers from the Western Cape region participated in the

exchange to Brazil earlier last year.

“The exchanges were educational and informative and it was especially interesting to learn

about other farmers’ practices. The exchanges around value adding opportunities opened our

eyes to the many unnecessary colourings, preservatives, flavourings and binding agents being

used in products on the shelves”.                                              .

Solidarity production and cooperation is one of the important practices of small scale

farmers, where a percentage of their production is shared with other vulnerable groups

within the community.  This sharing was also extended to schools as farmers are beginning

to adopt schools to establish agroecological gardens to feed vulnerable learners. One

preschool and one primary school were adopted during the period under review, with

two new schools joining in 2011.

The extension support provided by the Department of Agriculture is not adapting to the

SEED SAVING AN IMPOR T ANT ELEMENT OF A GROECOLOGY

FARMER T O FARMER EXCHANGES STATE RESPONSE INADEQUATE FOR EXTENSION
NEEDS OF AGROECOLOG ICAL PRODUCERS
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changing needs of farmers. Budgetary constraints, along with limited or no

knowledge or experience around agroecology by the Department of

Agriculture give farmers the opportunity and space to develop an alternative

extension system. The learning sites network process provides the basis for

this to grow and develop into a viable alternative. Several experiences of

the State’s inability to support an alternative agricultural model can be cited

e.g. Garden of Hope comprising of women farmers in Carolusberg, which

has an integrated farming system which includes crop production, pig farming

and indigenous chickens. When the women made the transition to

agroecological production the Department of Agriculture was unwilling to

support them. It is also a reality that some farmers’ groups will remain

within the conventional model of agriculture in order to receive the

extension support from the Department. In this regard, one group in the

Hantam Karoo has withdrawn from the learning sites process and opted

for the Department’s extension support around conventional practices for

sheep farming and pest and disease control. This is one of the ways in which

the rights of farmers are being undermined by the State. The State’s decision

not to support agroecological producers is not determined by policy but

is indicative of the Department of Agriculture’s bias towards industrial

agriculture, both at a national and provincial level.
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At the same time many new groups desire to make a transition

and explore alternative options for pest management and control.

Sixty-five male and women livestock farmers attended several

training workshops and shared their experiences in this regard.

There are many examples of farmers implementing alternatives

with great success such as the Garies and Steinkopf stock farmers.

Farmers are involved in Research and Development on an ongoing

basis. One very important lesson which was shared and discussed

in the working group of the learning sites was the importance to

continually experiment with the various methods used from area

to area, because it was discovered that certain pest control

measures are geographic-specific. The centrality of farmers and

their knowledge of any agroecological approach, are therefore

essential.

Documenting traditional practices forms an integral part of our

approach and this process bring new content into the learning

sites and for alternative extension support options. In this regard

we have started documenting the traditional farming practices of

the Eselsbank farmers (an outstation of Wupperthal), who use

draught animal technology in their farming activities with great

efficiency and of farmers on the Roodebergskloof farm who are

involved in traditional livestock rearing. We will continue working

with farmers and farmers’ groups to identify innovators, documenting

their practices and facilitating sharing of these practices with other

groups and farmers.

One such innovator is a farmer from Hondeklip Bay who was

par t of the groups which received indigenous chickens in

Namaqualand.  A number of the groups then experienced problems

because the hens had difficulty laying eggs.  The farmer responded

to this challenge by developing his own feed for his chickens,

consisting of herbs, sea shells and organic yellow maize. In addition,

chickens were allowed to follow their natural cycle. Through the

agroecological learning site exchanges and sharing, other groups

were informed and supplied with this feed and reported positive

results as the hens started laying eggs again.

FARMER-DR IVEN RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

INNOV A TION OF LOCAL FARMER S
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More detailed information around indigenous practices is required

and will be a key focus in 2011.

The farmers in Porterville made the transition from purchasing pig

feed to making their own on the farm using the residue of their

wheat combined with a special mixture shared through the EM

training they participated in.  They also altered the feeding cycles

through a process of own experimentation and learning. Moreover,

the farmers introduced a free range system for breeding pigs. They

also piloted organic wheat on a 10ha piece of land. This was the

part of the farm that had been laying fallow for over seven years.

According to the farmers, they have spent less on input costs

compared to the conventional wheat on the other side of the farm.

However, it was not easy to provide a concrete comparison in

terms of costs and quality due to the fact that with the conventional

wheat, Kaap Agri provided the funds (loan) in advance which made

the entire cycle from planting to harvest easier. In the case of organic

wheat, the farmers did not receive all the funding and as a result

could not get all the necessary inputs all at once, thereby experiencing

some delays which had an impact on the quality of the end product.

They cited having insufficient manure as the reason for the initial

poor quality of the wheat.  They, however, saved seeds for the next

season. Also, based on their past experiences they believe that their

organic wheat production is much lower on input costs compared

to conventional wheat. A second cycle will be implemented in 2011.

The economic performance of the site will be monitored, with

detailed records being kept by farmers with support from SPP. A

financial study will be conducted to compare the current assessment

of farmers and verify their claims.

The three agroecological learning sites in the Hantam Karoo region

are the Loeriesfontein Agricultural Project and two women groups

in Carnarvon and Williston. The Carnavon women have joined

forces to farm together on the combined 3ha land. Both groups

produce vegetables for their households and sell surplus in the local

community. They use both the conventional methods and

agroecological farming on the different land portions. This scenario

provides another opportunity for a comparative study.  As the

groups are new to the learning sites process, more learning exchanges

and suppor t will be provided as they make the transition.



They have indicated reduced yields on the agroecological site but at the same time cited

a reduction in input costs. Yields and profits are characteristic of the dominant agricultural

model which is usually implemented at a social cost to farm workers, while having a

negative impact on the environment due to excessive use of pesticides and chemicals.

Farmers, especially women farmers, are beginning to express new indicators of assessing

a sustainable farming operation such as nutrition, health and reduction in cooking time

of agroecologically grown vegetables. They are also reviewing the seeds they use, hence

an increased awareness to save and share organic and open-pollinated seeds amongst

farmers. Ongoing support and facilitating sharing and learning in this regard will be crucial

for farmers.

The Loeriesfontein women group’s membership has substantially decreased, with only

two women still actively involved in the farming activities. Local community people were

contracted for the planting season. They have access to two portions of land totalling

1 929m2 where agroecological farming is practiced. On the two pieces they have planted

495 squash seeds on 394m2, 10 500 beetroot seeds on 163m2, 19 500 carrots seeds on

130m2, 480 green bean seeds on 40m2 and 55 rows of lucerne on 490m2 land.

In addition to this land they also have two hydroponic tunnels of 480m2 each for vegetable

production. In the one tunnel they have planted 292 cucumber plants and 300 beans and

the other tunnel 514 tomato plants. Much time has been spent on the setting up,

maintenance and management of the hydroponic plant. The two women have shown vast

improvement in their understanding and management of the hydroponic tunnels, as well

as the two agroecological sites but are challenged to effectively maintain the farming

activities with their limited capacity. The next challenge is to involve more local people and

maybe make choices on which farming model to pursue and options to share the

responsibilities. Hydroponics is not an agroecological system but provides another learning

opportunity to compare the two modes of production they are involved with.    .

The Food Sovereignty Campaign celebrated the Via Campesina’s International Day of the

Peasant on the16th April 2010 by organising a hub of activities over two days in Lutzville

in the Matzikama municipal area. The celebration culminated in a protest march through

the streets of Lutzville to raise objections against multinational corporations like Syngenta

and Monsanto. The film “Poison on the Platter” was screened, followed by an input by

SAFeAGE and GRAIN on the science and socio economic issues of GMOs. The Campaign

gave a brief report on their activities and struggles to the participants of the festival. GRAIN

South Africa also held a session with farmers on the impact of land grabs in Africa.

RESISTING THROUGH PR A CTICE
– LOCAL COMMUN ITY FIGHTS BA CK
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The issue of land grabs was discussed

as a second wave of “accumulation by

dispossession in Africa”.  A session was

also held with farm workers and

dwel ler s on organisat ion and

mobilisation, while the youth had a

session on media and the arts as forms

of resistance against neo-liberalism. As

a further act of resistance against the

multinational seed companies the

farmers held discussions with the

Lutzville farmers and community and

had a demonstration on agroecological

farming practices. The day ended with

the farmers sharing organic seed and

distributing it to the farmers of Lutzville

and other municipal areas in the

Nor thern and Western Cape .
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The India, Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) Civil Society Platform

hosted an International Seminar in Rio de Janeiro in August 2010,

with the theme Brazil, India and South Africa: Biodiversity and

Biosafety.  Apart from AS-PTA, Chetna Organic, Surplus People

Project and Biowatch the seminar was also attended by

representatives of organisations from Peru, Uruguay, the United

States, the Philippines and Germany.  Approximately 15

organisations from Brazil attended the seminar including University

organisations and students from Rio de Janeiro. The main focus

of the seminar was to share experiences around the struggles

against GMO’s in the different countries. The seminar focused

on themes such as an analysis of the agronomic and economic

efficiency of the main GM crops (soya in Brazil, cotton in India

and maize in South Africa) and a debate on the biosafety legislation

in the three countries. In the Brazilian case, input also came from

the Federal Attorney responsible for coordinating the Federal

Public Prosecutor’s Working Group on GMOs and Pesticides,

The reviews of studies on the impacts of GMOs on the

environment and human health commissioned by AS-PTA were

presented.  The seminar also examined civil society experiences

in campaigning specifically to assess the different strategies used

by the organisations and their networks to inform society and

confront the monopoly on seeds, genetic contamination and the

advance of GM crops. The campaigns also presented their principal

results and challenges for the future.                 .

A panel discussion on the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to

the UN Convention on Biological Diversity was held.  The Third

World Network’s representative explored the main themes on

the negotiation agenda at Fifth Meeting of the Parties (MOP 5).

On the subsequent two days a meeting was held on the different

GM campaigns of organisations that attended the seminar i.e.

AS-PTA and Terra de Direitos, representing the group coordinating

the Brazilian campaign, the Pesticide Action Network – North

America PANNA, the Philippines Third World Network, Uruguay

Redes, ETC Andes Peru and EED from Germany,

IBSA CIVIL SOCIETY PLATFORM INTERNATIONAL
SEMINAR : BRAZIL, INDIA AND SOUTH AFRICA:
BIODIVERSITY AND BIOSAFETY
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as well as Chetna from India, and Biowatch and the Surplus People

Project from South Africa. The meeting was concluded with a statement

issued by the different organisations on the threats of GMO’s.

International solidarity and network is an important avenue to resist

the profit-driven industrial model of agriculture and to promote

agroecological alternatives on a world scale.

The Regional Emerging Farmers Association has initiated a Livestock

Bank programme as a sustainability strategy to support their members.

It is a 20-year plan for the REFA. The discontinued Livestock

Improvement Programme of the Department of Agriculture in the

region provided an opportunity to the REFA to support their farmers

with quality sheep, while at the same time increasing REFA’s income.

A similar programme was piloted in Namaqualand a few years back

but for several reasons did not grow as anticipated. Lessons learnt

will be shared with the REFA as the programme unfolds.

In mid 2010, fifty quality sheep and two rams were bought for the

Carnarvon farmers as the pilot project. In addition, infrastructure on

their land was improved.  From these 50 ewes about 90 lambs are

expected. The REFA will be given 60 lambs (which they will sell for

REFA sustainability); 20 lambs will remain with the Carnavon farmers

and 10 lambs will be given to the next farmers’ association (Fraserburg

and Wil l iston farmer s’ associat ions are next in l ine).

At their evaluation workshop REFA members reflected on their role

and support to emerging farmers.  Experience-sharing of agroecology

has increased, along with farmers’ positive attitude to an alternative

to the dominant way of farming. During 2011 livestock farmers in

the Northern Cape will also be exposed to further training on

alternative health and disease management, as this was identified as

a critical issue at a working group meeting of the agroecology learning

sites. Subsequent to the initial training the farmers gave feedback on

the impact since implementation.  They articulated that input costs

had reduced as they no longer needed to buy expensive medicines

from shops. The new information and alternative measures helped

to improve fertility and digestive systems of livestock, as well as

hygiene as the practice repelled insects such as flies.      .

REG IONAL FARMER S’ FOR UMS
EXPLOR ING SUST AINABI L ITY OPPOR TUN ITI ES



The majority of the farmers sell their produce at local markets (agricultural co-ops).

The farmers using natural and alternative practices are selling their meat at local shops

and through door-to-door sales. Exploring new markets is an ongoing strategy. One of

these strategies is agroecological market days, of which the first was held during the

latter part of the year.

The agroecological farmers’ market day was held in the Northern Cape and farmers

from all the learning sites participated. The purpose of the market day was two-fold:

1) to create awareness on agroecology and 2) to celebrate Terra Madre Day. The theme

of the market day was “Produce Local. Buy Local. Eat Local”.  The farmers distributed

pamphlets to raise awareness amongst consumers and other farmers. Interviews, which

highlighted the purpose of the market day and the importance of agroecology and food

sovereignty, were held on a community radio station that reaches 80 000 listeners. An

“Eat-In”, where people cook and eat together, and are invited to buy locally produced

fresh food from local producers and farmers, was organised.

The agroecological market day was an important learning event as farmers were able

to create greater awareness and sell a range of products such as honey, flour, vegetables,

natural lamb, herbs and lip balms. The development of these products stemmed from

a training and exchange programme which introduced value-adding to primary products,

also referred to as micro agro-processing, as a means to increase the range of locally-

produced agroecological products and ultimately diversify income opportunities. Some

examples that have been documented is the conversion of agroecologically grown wheat

to flour by Porterville farmers and the use of beeswax for lip balms by Taraqua farmers

– the beeswax had previously been discarded.

Further learning exchanges are planned for the future as it is a key outcome of our

strategy over the next few years. Farmers have established relationships with local shops,

consumers and communities where their surplus produce is sold. Sharing marketing

strategies is ongoing, with women farmers being particularly creative in their strategies.

A GROECOLOG ICAL FARMERS’ MAR KETS
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The Lamatzicare Food Garden was established in 2003 with 12

women involved in the project. Since then the Lamatzicare

farmers association has been established and seven women are

currently using 2.5 ha of municipal-owned commonage land. The

land is divided into units and each person is responsible for six

units. Their produce is sold collectively. During the planting season

they also share the labour and related tasks. They have since

changed the system where each one is responsible for their unit

in terms of working it, seed conservation and providing inputs.

During harvest they have an arrangement where a part of the

profit is used for the household, a part for the farming units and

a part for payment of the water account. A part also goes to

the women themselves.

One of the issues they experienced was around water, specifically

underground water, as the borehole water was too salty. The

municipalities also installed water metres similar to those in the

residential areas. They are currently paying R3,50 per kilolitre for

water. In the summer months their water bills ranged between

R400 to R1000 per month.

“The agroecological farming practices that we have adopted had

a benefit for us as we use less water. We also harvest rainwater.

Our water bills reduced substantially. We have been able to create

jobs for unemployed people in our community. We can see to the

needs of our families by providing fresh healthy vegetables. Our

households have savings of R150.00 per week. We aspire for more

land and hence are part of the Food Sovereignty Campaign where

we struggle together for land and related support. The municipality

refuses to give discounts despite us being poor women that wish

to address food insecurity in our town and area. They regard us as

a business”.

“The Hantam Water Users Association has collapsed. Rich commercial

farmers still control the decisions. Despite gains made through the

Integrated Water Resource Management programme many emerging

farmers still struggle with water access for farming purposes. In the

Matzikama municipal area water metres were installed for farmers

on small units. There are still many challenges with the transformation

of water users’ institutions. The best way to move forward is to put

the control and management in the hands of communities directly

affected”.

WA TER CHALLENGES
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In the Hantam Karoo the preservation of water has become more and

more crucial due to the limited rainfall during the winter months. Many

discussions were held and practical plans implemented by farmers on

how best to manage water in the summer months and beyond.  Two

extra 10 000 litre water tanks have been installed in the Melkkraal

community for the storing of water for the summer months.  The Abafasi

Women’s Group in Carnavon has fixed their windmill and the 16 000

litre dam. The maintenance implementation plans of farmers include fixing

windmills, maintaining boreholes and installing solar energy pumps at

places like Melkkraal and Carnarvon. In each of the areas with maintenance

plans at least one person, (including a woman in Loeriesfontein) is

technically equipped to deal with maintenance, storage and management

of water in comparison to limited capacity and skills three years ago.

Namaqualand farmers, too, face extensive water challenges around pricing,

access and infrastructure.  This impacts directly on agricultural livelihoods.

The Land Summit in Namaqualand at the beginning of the year highlighted

the fact that access to water and water rights remained unequal and that

redistribution of water rights should be prioritised.  Local communities

should be part of the management of water and have a say in how it

should be used. The possibility to access water rights exists for communities

alongside the Orange River, who have the potential for agricultural

production in order to address food insecurity and poverty.         .

The Integrated Water Resource Management Programme also enabled

small scale farmers in the Olifantsdoorn region to acquire water

infrastructure such as tanks and pumps. However, water licensing remains

a challenge as none of the small scale farmers have water licenses. A

consultation workshop was organised by the Department of Water

Affairs whereby SPP and the Cederberg farmers’ forum gave inputs and

expressed their frustrations and concerns regarding access to water and

their need to better understand the system of water allocation. The

process moving forward is that each water user, including the small scale

farmers, should apply for a water license. Commercial farmers who have

existing water licenses are now required to renew their licenses in order

for government to be able to monitor and control water usage. This

process also helped to put more pressure on the municipality to issue

lease agreements to farmers’ groups, as the Department of Water Affairs

emphasised this as a requirement to allocate water licenses to small scale

farmers. The ability of farmers to independently engage stakeholders has

been remarkable. This process will be followed through in 2011.



The need for upscaling our agroecology work has been identified within the organisation

as we prepared for our strategic planning at the end of 2010. We were clear that upscaling

did not necessarily mean new and additional areas but to expand within our existing areas

of focus and operation. From late October to early November 2010 Jean Marc von der

Weid from Agro-Ecology and Family Farming (AS-PTA) in Brazil visited all the learning

sites and shared his observations and recommendations with SPP staff.  He has extensive

experience around agroecology and his organisation shares our values and approaches.

A key observation was that sometimes it is the poorest people who are not engaged and

that it is always easier to support those who get involved spontaneously. It is therefore

important to understand why people are not engaged. These observations and feedback

fed into our strategic planning process and informed the strategic outcomes agreed to

at the end of our process.

Several recommendations and thoughts were shared. The typology of farmers was noted

as an important activity, as it should inform the support provided by organisations such

as SPP. There cannot be a general solution given the complexities of land reform and the

geographical differentiation. Information will have to be organised accordingly.

The geographic realities of the various regions have been highlighted as an issue – the

dispersion, distances and isolation of communities limits multiplication. The impression of

high investment with little visibility could therefore be a common critique. Greater density

of communities and related activities around agroecology, make it easier for upscaling and

evaluation and we should explore multiplication where conditions are the same and where

a diversified production system is possible or in place. The more diverse the system, the

more stable the farming initiative will be.  A practical recommendation was to build on

the existing identified agroecological learning sites and then draw in other interested

farmers’ associations by showing and displaying results from the existing sites. Greater

documentation and recording, both by SPP and farmers, are critical and a good demonstration

opportunity for those not yet part of the network. The ultimate aim is to strategically

reach everyone as we build a movement of producers resisting through production

practices and values. Economic monitoring on an annual basis is important evidence and

could be used in many ways to lobby, advocate and inform policy submissions and to

strengthen resistance to the dominant agricultural model. Visual comparisons are an equally

effective way of demonstrating impact. The value of farmer-to-farmer extension and

support and the sharing and learning from each other in these processes were emphasised

as good strategies that we should expand on and continue with. The orientation of SPP

around farmers’ mobilisation and involvement and shared responsibility of farmers in

processes were commended.

OPPOR TUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
FOR UPSCALING AGROECOLOGY
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FARMERS MARKET IN NAMAQUALAND PART OF ‘THE NEXT REVOLUTION IN AGRICULTURE’ 

BLACK, EMERGING FARMERS LEAD THE WAY IN TERRA MADRE (MOTHER EARTH) DAY CELEBRATION

Small scale farmers and food activists throughout the world are celebrating Terra Madre Day on December

the 10th as part of the Slow Food movement and the general resistance against a global industrial agriculture

dominated by a few multinational corporations making huge profits out of the heavy use of damaging

chemicals and Genetically Modified Organisms. On the 3rd and 4th December emerging farmers from the

Namaqualand region will do their part by gathering at the Namaqualand Festival at the Springbok sports

ground with a variety of their products that have been cultivated in an agroecological manner.  

According to a pamphlet issued by the Surplus People Project, an NGO working with these emerging

farmers, this action is part of their struggle against the way agriculture is practiced in South Africa. South

African agriculture is dominated by large-scale industrial farms, owned by a small minority, and using

dangerous pesticides, GMOs and cheap labour practices that discriminate against black people and women.

Agroecological farming, as practiced by these small scale farmers, stands for equitable land ownership and

organic farming methods that do not damage people’s health and environment. It is based ‘on science and

the practical experience of farmers. It strives to build a local food system and economy based on the

principles of equality, justice and respect for the earth and her people,’ states the pamphlet.

The days promise to be both educational and fun. There will be chefs teaching people, including children,

how to prepare tasty, healthy and ‘slow’ alternatives to unhealthy fast foods. And it will all be capped by

an Eat-In where ‘people will meet each other through food’. End
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Resistance through direct action and other means continues

to be the tool used by The Right to Agrarian Reform for Food

Sovereignty Campaign. Local actions and everyday struggles

are the building blocks in the development of a movement

of resistance.

The Ithemba farmers occupied land belonging to the

Department of Human Settlements over the past 20 years.

In 2009 the Department of Human Settlements attempted

to evict the farmers from the land to make way for a housing

project. The Ithemba farmers continued to resist the threat

of eviction and have been exerting their right to produce

food by remaining on the land. A protest march, attended by

approximately 300 farmers from the Ithemba Farmers

Association, was held on the17th March 2010 in Cape Town

against the provincial Department of Human Settlements to

oppose the construction of a local Temporary Relocation

Area.  A formal objection was submitted to the City of Cape

Town by the Ithemba Farmers Association. The protest march

resulted in a meeting with the MEC for Human Settlements

and other state departments, including the Department of

Rural Development and Land Reform. In the meeting the

Minister gave a verbal undertaking that the farmers would

not be evicted.  A task team, comprised of all the relevant

stakeholders, was established. A separate meeting was held

with the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform,

where an attorney and advocate were appointed to offer

legal assistance to the farmers.

Despite harassment by the Department of Human Settlements

on a daily basis, the farmers confronted the Anti Land Invasion

Unit of the City of Cape Town when they wanted to employ

extra judiciary means to coerce the farmers to leave the land

by attempting to destroy their structures and livestock.  This

Unit was successfully chased off the land and the farmers

again registered another victory.             .

The fruits of the resistance were realised when a High Court

order was granted that states amongst other things, that the

Department of Human Settlements:

OCCUPY AND DEFEND THE RIGHT TO PRODUCE
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FARMERS AND COMMUNITY CONFRONT MONSANT O• Will not undertake construction in respect of the Temporary

   Relocation Area,

•Will not evict any member of the Ithemba Farmers Association

  residing on the land they are currently occupying

•Will not relocate any member of Ithemba Farmers Association

  without a court order.

This is a clear demonstration that political mobilisation should

continue while the legal battles are fought through the court processes.

 Resistance against the establishment of the TRA was a combination

of mobilising the surrounding community members, the Food

Sovereignty Campaign, particularly the rural linkages, and the members

of the Ithemba Farmers Association. The struggle of Ithemba farmers

has gained a lot of media attention in both provincial and national

newspapers. The scales were tipped in favour of the farmers when

the Department of Human Settlements offered them a settlement

agreement, which offers the farmers alternative land for farming. The

next phase is to examine the terms of the settlement and to ensure

that the farmers receive alternative land where they will be able to

practice agriculture in a sustainable manner.

In May 2010 the multinational company Monsanto made an application

for the trial release of Genetically Modified Organisms as part of

their programme to develop and evaluate drought-tolerant maize

hybrids for Sub-Saharan Africa. Monsanto’s Water Efficient Maize for

Africa (WEMA) project, particularly their application to conduct GM

drought-tolerant maize trials within the Lutzville area, was resisted

by the Food Sovereignty Campaign. The application had been spotted

in a local community newspaper by a member of the Campaign. The

Campaign, together with SPP, mobilised the community, with a

particular focus on the youth, by having GMO information sessions

within the community. The youth led a door-to-door campaign to

get members of the Lutzville community to sign the petition.

Approximately 300 members of the Lutzville community signed the

petition opposing the application by Monsanto.  A protest action

was taken to the trial site by the Food Sovereignty Campaign, farmers

from Lutzville, SafeAge and community members. This was to highlight

the fact that, while small scale farmers are struggling to access land,

the state - through its parastatal Agricultural Research Council (ARC)-

 gives land to multinational corporations to conduct experiments
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which are unwanted by both the community and farmers in the area.

A formal objection was submitted by the Food Sovereignty Campaign

to the Registrar of GMOs of the national Department of Agriculture,

Forestry and Fisheries. A petition was also submitted by the community

of Lutzville and an endorsement letter by the Surplus People Project.

This was the first time that protests and objections by a black community

were made against GMOs in South Africa. The protest action was

published in the Western Cape, Cape Times and the national publication

The Times. While the State failed to formally respond to the objections,

there was a reply from Monsanto. Moreover, a pro-GMO NGO,

Africabio was sent to engage with the farmers.

Approximately 70 farmers of the Matzikama Emerging Farmers Forum

met with Africabio and ARC scientists. While Africabio and the ARC

tried to convince farmers on the benefits of GMOs, they were unable

to respond to the socio economic issues of GM seed, particularly the

undermining of seed and food sovereignty. The struggle against GMOs

has taken on a new momentum for the Food Sovereignty Campaign

which was highlighted in all their actions and engagements with the

state.

Popular education continues to be an important aspect in the building

of movements. It remains a key tool in the emancipatory project to

build activists to become agents of social transformation.

A total of eight popular education sessions were held with small scale

farmers and farm workers and dwellers over the year in all three

regions .A public forum was also held after a popular education session

with the broader community of Okiep in Namaqualand to discuss the

issues of agrarian reform and food sovereignty. The theme for small

scale farmers was “Building a movement of food sovereignty” and farm

dwellers and workers focused on “Resistance against neo-liberalism

in agriculture”. An outcome was that the farm workers and dwellers

organised "a Speak-out" against oppression and exploitation in Citrusdal.

A youth popular education session which explored the theme “Racism

and Media” was also held with youth from the Southern Cape. The

youth were also trained in media, with an emphasis on filmmaking and

they produced shor t films as an outcome of the session.

POPULAR  EDUCATION:

A WAY OF BUILDING ACTIVISTS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
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The building of any movement of resistance requires systematic

work rooted in the day-to-day struggles of the rural and urban

poor. The development and emancipation of the rural and urban

poor are being undermined by the market-led socio economic

policies in South Africa. In June 2011 the Food Sovereignty

Campaign embarked on a three week road show to have

community meetings and build the base of the movement. The

road show included film screenings, community meetings with

representatives of organised structures and pamphlet distribution

about the Campaign in certain towns. In the Namaqualand region

the Campaign targeted 7 towns, reaching 378 representatives

of small scale farmers, youths and community structures. In the

Hantam region 6 towns were reached, meeting with 90

representatives in total. In the Western Cape 5 towns were

targeted, with a total of 92 representatives of the different towns

reached. Meetings were also held with trade union movements

like Sikhula Sonke.  The road show culminated in a march to

parliament.  The purpose of the road show was to consolidate

the Campaign amongst existing members and to recruit new

members.

The Task Team of the Food Sovereignty Campaign consists of

representatives of the different regions. A convenor of the

Campaign is elected and serves for a period of six months only,

to avoid hierarchical structures and foster collective leadership.

The Task Team continued to meet on a quarterly basis. During

these meetings the broader community was also engaged through

film screenings and public forums.  As part of their quest to build

an autonomous movement, there is a strong attempt to instil

the principle of self financing. Every association or organised

grouping that is part of the Campaign needs to make either a

quarterly or annual contribution.

The autonomy of the movement is systematically gaining

momentum, as was evident when one of the Task Team meetings

of the Campaign was funded and hosted (which included food

and accommodation) by the community of Nuweberg.

FOOD SOVERE IGNTY CAMP AIGN:
BU I LD ING A MOVEMENT OF RESIST ANCE

FOOD SOVEREIGNTY CAMP AIGN TASK TEAM
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In the evening there was a film screening for the Campaign and

another movie for the youth and broader community.  The six

month term of Davine Witbooi came to an end and Rosina Secondt

was elected for the next six months.  Minutes of the meetings are

available and were distributed to the representatives in the different

regions.  SPP currently administers the finances of the Campaign.

The Food Sovereignty Campaign is continuously growing and slowly

building a movement of resistance. By the end of 2010 the Facebook

campaign fans stood at 301.

Six women and one man from the Nuweberg settlement, situated

approximately 7 kilometers from the town Grabouw in the

Theewaterskloof municipal area, and currently managed by Cape

Nature, decided to throw down the gauntlet by opening a road

to allow access for emergency services and other members of the

settlement. While the transition to democracy occurred 17 years

ago, the community of Nuweberg is governed by a different set

of rules. This act was as a result of the members of the community

understanding their rights and engaging in the struggles of the Food

Sovereignty Campaign. The management of the “Hottentots Holland”

nature reserve has been ruling for several years (according to the

members of the community) through authoritarian and undemocratic

governance. An access gate is closed after 19h00 in the evening

until 06h00 in the morning.

Only residents with a remote control can open the gate after

hours. Therefore, many residents without remotes were unable to

access the settlement after hours. Residents then used an informal

gravel road to access the settlement, until the manager of the

reserve decided to close this access road. In an act of resistance

the women decided to open this access road to gain access to

their settlement.

The opening of the road was not just an act of defiance - it was

also to open or stretch the frontiers of direct democracy. The

manager laid a criminal charge at the police station against the six

women and one man, who were charged with unlawful opening

of the road. On the day of their court appearance the women

were suppor ted by the Food Sovereignty Campaign.

WOMEN BREAKING THE CHAINS OF OPPRESSION



THE 2010 WORLD CUP AGAINST A BACKDROP
OF LANDLESSNESS AND POVER TY

In this regard the Nuweberg community laid a formal complaint

with Cape Nature against the manager of the reserve, who was

investigated and dismissed from the reserve. The charges against the

women were subsequently withdrawn. The action of the women

demonstrates it is only through direct action that the chains of

oppression can be broken. Currently a process involving the

Department of Rural Development and Land Reform, Department

of Public Works and the Theewaterskloof municipality is underway

to upgrade the tenure security of the residents of Nuweberg.

The 2010 World Cup has gained a lot of publicity around the fact

that South Africa, and by implication Africa, had hosted this glamorous

global event. The Right to Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty

Campaign used the media attention to highlight the struggle for

food sovereignty. A protest action was organised on the 7th June

2010 to emphasise the needs and aspirations of rural and urban

groups in light of the World Cup.  The Campaign used the opportunity

to question the huge amount of financial resources being spent on

a World Cup while the majority face landlessness, lack of service

delivery, poverty, unemployment and lack of access to water for

agricultural purposes. Thus the main demands include land

redistribution, an end to the commercialisation of water, decent

public housing for all and that government supports a move towards

more sustainable agroecological agriculture and puts an end to

experiments with Genetically Modified Organisms in South Africa.

The Matzikama Emerging Farmers Forum, a structure organising

farmers within the entire municipality, organised a protest march on

the 8th September 2010 in Vredendal against the Matzikama

municipality and Department of Agriculture, focusing particularly on

poor service delivery from these two institutions. GMOs were again

rejected by the forum. A memorandum of demands was handed

over to the Municipal manager and senior officials of the Western

Cape Department of Agriculture.

FARMER S PRO TEST A GAINST
POOR SER VICE DELIVER Y
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The march was also supported by the youth who attended the youth popular education

session organised by SPP.  Key demands included an end to water metres on commonage

land - which are unaffordable to farmers - support for agroecological farming, rejection of

GMOs in the municipal area, general support services to emerging farmers in the region, as

well as a demand for land. As a result of the action a stakeholder meeting was held to discuss

the issues and to facilitate planning for better services to emerging farmers. The Department

of Agriculture also indicated that they would make some state land available to farmers in

2011. This would need to be closely monitored by the farmers as previous processes has often

resulted in no positive responses.  The next step for the farmers is to engage the MEC for

Agriculture in the province.

On the 28th October 2010 the Food Sovereignty Campaign organised a protest action to

parliament to highlight the issues of GMOs and the lack of support to small scale farmers.

The follow-up protest action was organised and led by the Ithemba Farmers Association,

mandated by the Food Sovereignty Campaign.  In addition to highlighting the general lack of

support to small scale farmers - particularly those engaged in agroecological production, the

action also highlighted access to land and the delays in the Transformation of Certain Rural

Areas Act tenure reform process in Namaqualand. Land and agricultural policies are being

determined by unelected multinational corporations like Monsanto and Syngenta in South

Africa. The campaign also highlighted the fact that market-led policies have been detrimental

to the poor, and called for democratic participation in the decision-making of macro -economic

policies.

In November 2010 the Food Sovereignty Campaign resisted the fact that the Hantam

municipality wanted to keep emerging farmers off the commonage land for the benefit of

white commercial farmers. The municipality wanted to award a tender to the emerging farmers

on condition that they partner with a white commercial farmer. The Campaign issued a

statement saying they will resist the reinstating of apartheid in the region and will evict white

commercial farmers from the commonage land. The members of the Hantam region and Task

Team members of the Campaign met with the municipality where it was agreed to review

the entire tender process. This was an important victory for the farmers of the Hantam

municipality and the Campaign. The struggle now is to ensure the democratic participation

of the farmers in the allocation of commonage land.

FARMER S REJECT GMOS

WH ITE COMMERCIAL FARMERS KEPT OFF
COMMONAGE LAND IN HANTAM MUN ICIPALITY





FARM WOR KER S AND D WELLER S SPEAK OUT
A GAINST OPPRESSION AND EXPLO IT A TION
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On the 10th December 2010 farm workers and dwellers

spoke out against oppression and exploitation by white

commercial agriculture and agribusinesses in the Citrusdal area.

This action was taken as a result of popular education sessions

with the farm workers and dwellers where they discussed the

theme “Resistance by farm dwellers and workers against neo

liberalism in agriculture”. This was part of their action in building

a popular movement of resistance for farm dwellers and

workers.  Moreover, the forum wanted to radicalise the struggles

of farm workers and dwellers in the area.

The day started with a screening of the Campaign documentary

film and discussions on the purpose of the protest action.

Approximately 200 farm workers and dwellers took over the

main road of Citrusdal, speaking out against oppression and

exploitation. Farm workers and dwellers from the different

areas joined the march as it progressed through the street,

chanting slogans like “Free the farm worker and dweller”.

Speaking out against the coercive and undemocratic rule on

farms in public was the first step in breaking through the

psychological barrier of fear. Overcoming fear and speaking

out are invariably important steps in the self emancipation of

individuals, which will form the basis for collective emancipation.

What prompted this Speak-out were the conditions of farm

workers and dwellers on farms, evictions and displacements,

dispossession and landlessness.  The Western Cape representative

of the Food Sovereignty Campaign, SPP and the General

Secretary of Sikhula Sonke also spoke at the event. The day

was concluded when the farm workers and dwellers again

marched through the streets and closed the proceedings at

the community hall in Citrusdal. This was the start of a campaign

of resistance against a “democracy by the market, for the

market”.

The struggle continues....
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Africa Groups of Sweden (AGS)

Broederlijk Delen

Comité Catholique Contre La Faim Et Pour Développement (CCFD)

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)

De Beers Fund

Department of Social Development and Poverty Alleviation – Western Cape

Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst (EED)

Embassy of Finland

Embassy of Belgium

Fastenopfer

Integrated Water Resource Management – Department of Water Affairs and Forestry

Interchurch Organisation for Development Co-operation (ICCO)

International Development Exchange (IDEX)

National Development Agency (NDA)

United Church of Canada (UCC)


